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REVIEWS

BOOK REVIEW
The Blade Artist
Irvine Welsh (2016) Jonathan Cape
Reviewed by Mike Nellis
NOVELIST Irvine Welsh, much lauded for his debut, Trainspotting
(1993), but less so since, seems to be entwining his life with that of
gangster turned artist Jimmy Boyle. As well as writing an appreciative new
introduction to Boyle’s (1977) renowned memoir A Sense of Freedom, Welsh
has written a further sequel to Trainspotting, The Blade Artist, which riffs on
significant aspects of Boyle’s life but ultimately traduces his achievement.
In the introduction to the memoir Welsh portrays Boyle as an
insouciant member of the working class made good by art and education:
this runs the risk of celebrating him for the wrong reasons. Working class
he was, but as a gangland enforcer and debt collector Boyle preyed cruelly
on his own kind and was never accepted as one of their own, nor easily
forgiven. The Channel 4 film A Sense of Freedom (1981) vividly depicted
the hideousness of what Boyle once was, but in dwelling on his violent
defiance of penal authority and failing to explore the civilising influence
of the Barlinnie Special Unit, it became the first of several Scottish
representations of his life that skewed what was important about him.
What Boyle’s transformation into writer and sculptor in the Special Unit
proved, was not that ordinary working class people will flourish if given
educational opportunities, although they will, but that extraordinarily
violent men, whom respectable Scotland had traditionally dismissed as
incorrigible animals, could change for the better, impress artists like Tom
McGrath and Joseph Beuys and say intelligent things about reforming the
prison system.
Before Boyle, hardmen were killed by their own kind after a tawdry
heyday, got broken by prison and either died in the gutter or faded into
drunken obscurity. No-one before Boyle had broken this mold, let alone
done it with such charm and panache, although credit must be given to
Sarah Trevelyan, the psychiatrist whom he met in prison and later married,
without whom he may never have built quite such a successful new life.
After twenty years of sane and authoritative comment on penal matters
Boyle, now in his early seventies, deserves the relative anonymity of his life
in Marrakech: but Scotland ought not to forget his story.
It is good that A Sense of Freedom is being republished, although (as
Canongate once did before) combining it in a single volume with Boyle’s
subsequently published prison diary, The Pains of Imprisonment (1984),
might have been preferable. Together they stand as Scotland’s best
account of the milieu necessary to help violent men turn their lives round.
In its first iteration A Sense of Freedom remained in print for over twenty
five years, longer than any other British prisoner autobiography. In its later
years, some bookshops shelved it under Scottish Literature rather than
True Crime, and that’s where the new edition deserves to be.
Welsh’s new novel, The Blade Artist, has his trademark patches of
visceral writing and astute urban observation, but sells out to the cheap
and nasty thrills of second rate crime fiction. Trainspotting’s most violent
character, Frank Begbie, is now a reformed ex-con, a commercially
successful sculptor, living in California with Melanie, his beautiful and
wealthy wife (an art therapist he had met in prison, and who had been
key to his reformation) and their two adored young daughters. He is
38

summoned back to Edinburgh when one of his two
sons by his previous relationship is murdered and
proceeds to investigate. (Boyle’s son James from
a previous relationship was murdered in 1994). It
can’t quite be said that on his home turf Begbie
reluctantly ‘rediscovers’ his capacity for violence,
because it is quickly revealed that he has never
ceased cultivating it, and still takes sadistic pleasure
in inflicting it on men whom (he decides) are his
moral inferiors.
The extreme duality of Begbie’s character evokes
Jekyll and Hyde more than a humanly convincing
and realistic ex-con, and there is also a cartoonish
touch of James Hogg’s “justified sinner” about
him. No less than The Debt Collector (1999), a movie
in which Billy Connolly played a reformed and
successful Boyle-like character who is pulled back
into violence, The Blade Artist confirms that popular
crime fiction tends neither to address nor celebrate
what is really important about Jimmy Boyle: that
he gave up violence. Far from exploring what it
might be like for a man to do this, and infusing a
deeper understanding of it into Scottish culture, it
thrives cynically on the suggested impossibility of it,
obliterating the insight that Boyle’s transformation
still offers, simply because readers and publishers
seemingly want something else.
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